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Preface
Before you read this book, I think it’s insanely
important to know a little backstory, so here
it is. My name is Sydney Cashwell and I’m a
junior graphic design major. I’m minoring in
art history and fine art, so basically I’m always
surrounded by super cool art people who really
know their stuff. This semester I’m taking
Publication Design where I’m learning how to
design magazines, newsletters, books, literally
any type of publication (big duh moment). So,
one of our assignments is to create a documentation book from start to finish. We’re tasked
with documenting something every single day
of our semester. After receiving the prompt, my
brain was swimming with ideas. These ideas
ranged from astrology to political content.
However, I landed on something a little different.
Since my first day of freshmen year I had the
realization that I’m surrounded by some really
awesome people. Like I said before, I’m usually
always with other artists. The stereotype that
artists are weirdos? Totally true, we’re all a little
strange but in the best way. So, combine people
who have a passion for art and a sense of humor
and you get some really interesting conversations.
Since my first class at York College of PA, I’ve

been jotting down different things that my
professors have said that have piqued my
interest. This has never been a daily practice like
what’s expected for this book. However, I did a
test run and I assured myself as I can assure you
that this, in fact, will work. I decided that the
quotes I get don’t have to be directly said to me,
but something that I see online. Like many of
us, I’m very invested in politics (how could I not
during this time) so I’m always seeing political
leaders are saying in press releases, interviews,
and yes, Twitter. With this being said, the quotes
I pick up on throughout the day don’t have to
be super inspirational, they can be funny, dumb,
strange, infuriating, etc. These quotes will be hand
lettered, the reason is a little selfish, I want to
develop my hand lettering skills and get the
hang of working digitally.
Overall, I hope you enjoy this as much as my
friends who frantically turn to me during class
and ask “Did you get that?!” I know that I love
looking at books filled with different styles of
lettering and illustration so I want to provide
that joy for you. Lastly, I truly want those who
read this to receive the amazing advice that I’ve
been getting the past few years.
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Section One:

The Funny

September 1, 2020

September 4, 2020

To start my funny quote section, here’s one from none other than
Tim McKenna. It might not necessarily fit the quote, but Tim is my Web
Design 1 professor. He says some of the funniest stuff but it’s also super
true and helpful, this quote is the prime example of that. During this class,
he was teaching us the differences between web and print. I’m going to
be honest, I didn’t realize how different the two are. A big one is how the
viewer approaches the two types of design. Print is such a physical experience,
it’s something you’re able to hold and physically interact with. Both are
super visual but with web you have the capability to include sound, video,
animation, etc.
When talking to relatives about what I want to do with my degree, this
conversation always comes up. They say I’ll never find a job designing for
magazines, books, literally any type of print because web is overtaking our
world. Tim, who literally works in web design, saying that print design
isn’t dead is insanely reassuring. Web and print both have their advantages
and their purposes. We may be living in the digital age but that does not
mean we should completely eliminate print. Each has their place in the world.

Professor Tim McKenna

I met Logan through three of my close friends. He’s the roommate of
two girls that I’ve known since freshmen year, Caryn and Keri (you’ll
probably hear more about these two later, they all say some hilarious
stuff). Logan and I have only become closer recently, bonding over our
childhoods that were filled with therapy. He is so funny and I can’t believe
some of the stuff that comes out of his mouth, including this.
I honestly can’t remember what we were talking about. Almost every
Friday we have a game night with a few of our friends. The conversations
that go on while we ‘re playing games and in between are always interesting.
Sometimes they’re deep, philosophical thoughts or things going on
politically. Bringing up politics always seems to cause fights between a
select few people so we try to avoid that in a group type of setting (even
though I LOVE talking politics and it’s so important to talk about).
Besides the serious topics, we tend to get into a lot of hilariously random
conversations. This quote could’ve come from us chatting about spirituality
or something completely different, I couldn’t tell you. So, please enjoy the
uncertainty of its origin story.

Logan Morral
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September 10, 2020
The web is so expansive and anyone can download or upload almost
anything so people can believe that anything posted is up for grabs. Some
people can assume that because it’s on the internet then it’s free. However,
this assumption is completely false and copyright and usage laws are
still present on the web. Images are a huge issue for a lot of people. We
shouldn’t get images straight off Google Images or news websites. You’re
safe to get images from stock image sites or icon pack sites. Proprietary
websites can go either way, it depends on if the owner of the specific photo
wants you to pay or if the company you are working for has a subscription.
Tim then talked about different licenses and ways to get images, like
royalty free licenses, rights managed, attributions, etc. There are also open
source products that give people permission to use others code, documents,
or overall content. An example of an open source site is Wikipedia, so
anyone can contribute information and make pages.
I talked about accessibility previously, but another way to stay legal
online is to follow the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG).
In class, we specifically talked about color contrast and how that applies to
accessibility. Those who have visual disabilities, along with anyone else
who doesn’t want their eyes to burn, should care about color contrast.
Colors like red and green being used on top of each other vibrates off each
other. Another bad combination is dark green and dark blue together are
super low visibility. So, avoid these color combinations.
Type is another factor of web design that can get you into some legal
troubles. Licensing typefaces has been getting increasingly easier with
the growth of online platforms. It’s very similar to the rules and laws that
apply to photos. There’s also the fact that designers need to use typefaces
designed specifically for web. Good places to get typefaces are Adobe
TypeKit, Google Fonts, and so many more.

Professor Tim McKenna

September 11, 2020
I’ve talked about Logan, so this is his roommate Caryn. I met Caryn freshmen year when we
lived on the same floor. She’s a computer engineering major and one of the most badass women I
know. However, she’s definitely a rule follower and isn’t afraid to enforce these rules… very vocally.
So when we had a surprise party, and I use the term party lightly because there was only six people
there, we were a little surprised that she didn’t want to go to spontaneous worship. It was absolutely
hilarious that after a few drinks, we hear her quietly mumble about the email she got from InterVarsity
saying they were doing spontaneous worship that night. Since we all know Caryn, we all glanced at
each other with confused looks because we weren’t totally sure if she was actually going to go. So,
when her other roommate Keri asked if she was going to go, this was her response. It took us all back
by the ridiculousness of how she said it and what she was saying. She sounded so offended that we
thought she would go on her 21st birthday after she was celebrating. However, you truly never know
with Caryn. She’s very dedicated to her activities.

Caryn Sims
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September 15, 2020

September 16, 2020

Iris Leedy is another graphic design major and one of my closest
friends. I technically met her in Survey of Western Art II but we barely
talked and if I asked her I’m not totally sure she would remember us being
in that class. Iris was definitely closer friends with some of my friends.
So it was that weird situation where we had mutual friends so we kind of
knew each other but we weren’t actually friends, if that makes sense. We
started getting closer because we would both be in studios after hours
working on projects. I would say we actually became friend friends over
quarantine. We bonded over graphic design (duh) but also having to be
with our conservative parents for long periods of time. Iris and I then had
a summer class together and the rest is history.
This semester, Iris and I are taking Web Design I so this quote happened
during class when we were supposed to be on a break, but instead we
spent it talking. We were talking about the insane amount of emails we’ve
been getting this semester. To this, Iris said she was “doing the dab for
the emails.” It was so out of nowhere and I didn’t expect it at all. I haven’t
heard or seen anyone dab for a bit so when she says this trend is in the
bargain bin, she means it’s deep in the bargain bin. However, there is no
shame in partaking in out of date trends. It might be a little tacky but can
still be funny depending on the context.

Iris Leedy

Again, another person that I’m shocked it took so long for me to use
one of their quotes. Mel Rodgers is one of my professors and one of my
favorite humans ever. An overall type, lettering badass and the head of our
program. Up to this point, I’ve had her for a ton of classes. These include
Intro to Graphic Design, Typography 1, Lettering Arts, Typography 2,
and this semester I have her for Illustration 1. Remember when I said I
started writing quotes down my freshmen year? Yeah, Prof. Rodgers was
one of the main contributors to that.
For this class, we had a guest illustrator named Charles Beyl come and
speak to our class about being a full-time illustrator. He has a ton of different
styles of illustration, does both vector and hand drawn work. Right now,
he’s focused on writing and illustrating children’s books. During our talk,
he spoke a lot about his book called The Little Lunch Truck. This specific
quote from Professor Rodgers came from a discussion after his presentation
about technical illustration which he had done in the past. Technical
illustration is drawings that describe how something is put together or
how it works. Prof. Rodgers was talking about when she worked as an
illustrator and how technical illustration brought in a lot of money and
she didn’t necessarily enjoy it. There were some men in her studio that
solely did technical illustration. I honestly couldn’t imagine sticking to
one type of illustration, design, style, etc. for my whole career. That seems
boring. I’m not opposed to doing things that bore me, like technical
illustration, if it brings in money for my expenses. In a perfect world
I would work on projects that I love and am super passionate about,
however money is a concern.

Professor Melanie Rodgers
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September 25, 2020
When our Zoom classes end, professors generally
say “goodbye.” Which is a totally normal note to
end on. Well, during COVID times I guess this is
a more appropriate closing statement. I totally
expected the “be safe, wear your mask” part but
the “don’t lick doorknobs” took me a little off
guard. Wearing a mask is such a simple thing we
can all do to protect ourselves and others. I can’t
believe that some people refuse to wear a mask
and have the audacity to say the requirement to
wear a mask is obstructing their rights. Those
who refuse to wear masks seem to lack basic
empathy. Empathy may not be the right word
but people who don’t wear masks are being so

selfish. Sometimes I feel hyperaware of being
safe because I have people in my life who are
more likely to get COVID. My dad’s older and my
mom is always with my grandparents helping
them. If I were to be stupid and go around
licking doorknobs, I could pass along my illness to
them. That doesn’t sit right on my conscious and
I think others need to be more aware of how
their actions impact everyone else.

Professor Adam DelMarcelle
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September 27, 2020

September 28, 2020

I’ve heard this quote from many people over the time I’ve spent in this
program. Professor Rodgers has definitely said it a time or two about
peoples projects who were meant to be a little trashy. Dr. Hemzik said this
about a piece of work she was showing our class. The piece is called The
Siege of Troy or The Giant Horse of Sinon by Thomas Romney. It was
made as a poster for Astely’s Circus in 1833 to advertise a horse spectacle.
It combines the use of woodcuts and letterpress to be printer. The focus
is the large galloping horse in the center and the man trying to climb the
horse’s leg. Then, the viewers eye goes to the type that is framing both
sides of the woodcut horse. Dr. Hemzik was commenting on the type and
how they used many different typefaces to emphasize certain words and
phrases. After taking letterpress and having experience setting type, I can
only imagine the extensive collection his printer had of different typefaces
and how long it took them to set this. Dr. Hemzik said there were so many
different typefaces it was almost overwhelming, but not quite. It was so
bad, it became good. I found all the typefaces interesting to look at but
agree that it’s borderline too much.

Dr. Pamela Hemzik

Thank you Professor DelMarcelle for this advice, we all really needed it.
This is in reference to cutting our linoleum blocks for our second project
in printmaking. During this class, he was going over the best way to carve
our blocks. Our tools are very sharp so he told us to keep our hands
behind the tools as we’re cutting so we don’t cut ourselves. Skin is a lot
thinner then linoleum so our carving tools can easily slice off skin, this is
really gross to think about it so I didn’t want it to happen in real life. It’s
kind of a duh quote, but I’m sure someone needed to hear it.
To be completely honest, I’ve been worried to take printmaking since
literally freshmen year. I can’t really explain why but I just have. It may
because I never thought of myself as an amazing drawer. However,
Professor DelMarcelle immediately shuts down anyone who says that.
He tells us that practice makes perfect and we need to stop putting so
much pressure on drawing. So, despite my initial unease, I’m really enjoying
printmaking. For this project, everyone in the class was assigned a passage
of the poem The Cremation of Sam McGee by Robert Service and we
had to relate our print back to the poem. I got the first two paragraphs so
in my print I focused on how he came from Tennessee where cotton is
grown to the Klondike where it’s very snowy and cold. Overall, I’m very
happy with the print I created.

Professor Adam DelMarcelle

October 1, 2020

October 4, 2020

Out of context this quote is super relatable but also incredibly hilarious.
In class, we were talking about different interfaces and an example Tim
used were Rutters and Sheetz. When you go to the ordering kiosk,
the two screens are vastly different but both are a little overwhelming.
Honestly, I’ve never been to a Sheetz so I wouldn’t know, but I’ve been to
Rutters plenty of times so I think I can imagine what Sheetz is like. I also
didn’t know that gas stations had cannoli’s, I guess I missed that. There
always seems to be a huge debate over Rutters vs. Sheetz. Personally, I’m
a fan of Wawa which, unfortunately, is not anywhere near York. This is
extremely disappointing considering where I grew up there were Wawa’s
literally everywhere. You can barely go five minutes without there being
one. There’s also the fight about hoagies are called hoagies or subs. These
are such dumb things to fight about but what can I say, Pennsylvanian’s are
passionate about their gas stations/convenience stores.

Professor Tim McKenna

This quote came from my Uncle John who is literally never serious,
he’s the jokester of the family. So, this quote came across as a joke at first
because that’s just how he is. We were having a conversation about mowing
grass because that was his favorite activity to do over quarantine and
would how his grass every other day. I just had to ask him why he mowed
his grass so often and this was his response. I couldn’t help but laugh
because it’s not like grass grows super quickly yet he was mowing two to
three times a week. At the surface level, this is simply about someone not
wanting their lawn to get unruly. There’s a running joke with our neighbors
that my mom likes our lawn to look like a golf course, I guess the love of
mowing runs on that side of the family.
When thinking about what my Uncle John said, it can have some meaning
that’s applicable to my life. Grass could be a metaphor for life. If you let
life get on top of you and let it push you down without getting out of the
funk you’re in, life will crush you. So, if life is starting to get to you, you
should make the steps to change it and to improve your situation. Who
knows if I’m finding meaning from literally nothing. This could be a total
reach but hey, a girl can try to find meaning from something that was said
as a joke. I guess this is the beauty of this project, I’m actually starting to
think deeper and get something out of the conversations I’m having.

John Gullifer

October 6, 2020

October 7, 2020

As someone who enjoys more savory foods, I can still agree with
Dr. Hemzik’s decision to keep doughnuts at home. We all need something
to get us through and if that’s doughnuts like Dr. Hemzik, then I respect
that. Dr. Hemzik I another professor who genuinely cares about her
students. She has also moved homework and projects around to help us
all. Every Tuesday and Thursday she opens class by talking to us about
how are weeks have been going and how we’re doing during this strange
semester. I accidently came to class a few minutes late and seemed to miss
a whole conversation about… doughnuts? I’m not totally sure how this
conversation began but I guess I entered the Zoom call at the perfect time.
Like I said, we all need a moral booster and Dr. Hemzik’s just so happens
to be doughnuts. I’ve recently been swamped with cookies. My roommate
bought a pack, my sister made me some, and my friend Shayla also made
me some. Shayla’s came with a request that I not drop out of school
because “quitters don’t get cookies.” So moral doughnuts for Dr. Hemzik
and “stop saying you’re going to drop out” cookies for me.

Dr. Pamela Hemzik

Alexis Seaver is graphic design major that’s a year ahead of me. We met
my freshmen year in our Letterpress class. I was nervous to take the class
because it was mostly upperclassmen and I was just a lowly freshman.
However, Alexis and I seemed to hit it off really quickly. We weren’t
scared to joke around with each other. This year, Alexis and I are both in
Printmaking I together and this is when she said this quote. During our
second project, we had to use diluted ink to color our linoleum blocks
so we could tell what we were cutting. Another student in our class
asked Alexis if she knew what the ink container looked like and where he
could find it in the class. This was Lexi’s response. It came literally out of
nowhere and made the entire class laugh. It was so random that it caught
everyone off guard and we couldn’t help but laugh. I absolutely love
studio classes because of the strange and ridiculous comments that are
made. So, this semester’s difficult because a lot of studios are online or in
some form of a hybrid schedule. Classes like Printmaking and Publication
Design that are in person literally make my week so much better.

Alexis Seaver

October 9, 2020

October 14, 2020

Alison McKenzie is my roommate and one of my best friends. We met
freshmen year during an ice breaker called “huggy bear” for our dorm.
We both bonded over not wanting to hug total strangers. She was also in
one of my classes that semester. Those were the days, having the ability to
hug and be in contact with people you don’t know. After that, we started
going to the dining hall together and hanging out outside of class. At one
point I was literally living in her room because she didn’t have a roommate
freshmen year. We’ve lived together for two years now and I’m going to be
the maid of honor at her wedding which is super exciting.
I go to bed somewhat early, I mean if you want to call 11 pm early, because
I have early classes. Alison on the other hand, has much later classes so she
usually goes to bed later. On this night, she came home around 11 from
a friend’s house. I heard her come into the room and told her she could
turn on the light if she needed to because I was still awake. We’ve had this
conversation dozens of times and each time she tells me that she can “see
better in the dark.” I call bullshit but hey, she’s the one who has to fumble
around in the dark to get ready for bed.

Alison McKenzie
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Professor Patterson was telling our class about the freshmen course he’s
teaching. He usually doesn’t teach a freshmen course but it’s just one of
those strange things going on this semester. Along with the tough guidelines
the school has put into place and the changes they’ve made to our semester,
there’s also added stress from the election. It feels like everything is about
COVID and the election at every second of every day. It’s totally understandable why because these are two of the biggest issues right now.
So, Prof. P was telling us about the next project he was assigning his freshmen
class and how he wanted them to find what makes them happy.
I couldn’t imagine being a freshman right now and this being my first
semester of college. Freshmen year was when I met almost all my friends
and really started getting to know the other graphic design majors in
studios. Plus, there were tons of activities going on around campus that
you could go to but now they’re canceled. With most of our classes being
on Zoom, freshmen are losing that studio experience. So, they definitely
need something to boost their spirits instead of focusing on all the terrible
things happening in the world.

Professor Troy Patterson

October 18, 2020
I grew up in the suburbs, like very built up suburbs right outside of
Philadelphia. My dad grew up in the same area and my mom grew up in
the city. So, we’re not the most outdoorsy people and camping wasn’t
something we did. I’ve only been camping in an actual tent twice because
my childhood best friend’s family were outdoorsy people. Alison is from
New Hampshire and her and her fiancé go camping all the time. This quote
came from a conversation we had about her camping trips. One of our
friends genuinely asked what you eat when you go camping. Yeah, it’s a
little bit of a ridiculous question but it resulted in this quote. When camping,
a grill is the main cooking tool that you have. So, anything you can grill is
what you can make and eat. I’m more of a go to a cabin and kind of camp.
Some of my fondest memories are when my family and their friends would
rent a house in the Poconos around Thanksgiving and we would go hiking
and roast marshmallows. I guess my idea of camping is a little more
glamorous than others who sleep in tents.

Alison McKenzie

October 19, 2020
In Printmaking, Professor DelMarcelle was giving us a demo on how to print our linoleum
blocks. I’ve heard a very similar lecture from Professor Patterson when I took Letterpress. It’s
very important that you ink your blocks properly so that you can get a great print. You shouldn’t
under-ink your block but you also can’t over-ink your prints. The perfect consistency when rolling
out your ink sounds like bacon sizzling. Prof. P described it as velvety bacon, which is strange but it
totally makes sense. This was our first project where we used ink to make our prints. At first I was
nervous because I hadn’t printed anything in this way since Letterpress which I took my freshmen
year. Printing is like riding a bike so everything I learned in Letterpress came right back. I have this
idea that after taking a class I’ll totally forget everything I earned. This has happened in the past during
high school in classes like math. I guess when you actually care about what you’re learning,
you’ll remember it forever.

Professor Adam DelMarcelle
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Section Two:

The Advice

August 31, 2020:
I feel that this is a good quote to start my book off with. I’m super
interested in designing activist and politically driven work so this quote
is especially impactful. Adam DelMarcelle is my professor for Printmaking
1 and he’s very outspoken on social issues, especially addiction and the
opioid epidemic. Addiction runs in my family so it’s so powerful to see his
work and hear him talk about how he uses art to cope. He uses printmaking,
a more physical and hand done art form, along with graphic design to
make impactful prints. Adam is definitely not afraid to cause controversy
through his work. On this day, he was showing our class what he does
which inspired me so much. He calls out those who have wronged so
many people in many ways. Some that stuck out to me are hanging his
anti-heroin prints in his hometown of Lebanon, PA. These prints depicted
the lack of action from the city and were quickly taken down by police.
Another way he presents his work is using a projector to put up his work.
One of these projections was on Purdue’s headquarters and identified
them as the “American Cartel.” Adam’s work not only sparks controversy
but it also sparks conversation. The more conversation going on about
something as stigmatized as addiction means more people will truly know
what it is and the impact it has on individuals and families. This will
hopefully make people in positions of power actually give a shit and
provide support.
Sometimes I do have doubts that my work won’t be as impactful as I
hope it to be. However, hearing Adam talk so passionately about his work
makes me want to work as hard as I can for my work to have an impact like
his art had on me. Him reassuring the class that we do in fact have power
to make change is so insanely reassuring. His work also shows me that I
can work in a lot of different mediums and even combine them to create
the most powerful piece I can.

Professor Adam DelMarcelle

September 2, 2020
Professor Patterson is my academic advisor, faculty advisor for AIGA, and I’ve had him for what
feels like tons of classes. I’ve only actually taken Letterpress, Print Production, and Publication
Design with him but that’s beside the point. He’s the professor who assigned us to make this book,
so he may or may not be reading this right now (Hey Prof. P). So, after presenting three ideas for the
topic of this book, we agreed on combining two of them. The idea first was different things I hear
throughout the semester. First day of freshmen year I realized I’m surrounded by super quotable
people so I began writing down some of these strange or insightful conversations I heard. Along
with this, I will be taking things that political leaders say, mostly the dumb stuff that I can comment on
and fact-check them.
Professor Patterson asked me if other people could contribute things they hear. This made me
think. I feel that this daily practice should remain personal and only I should be finding quotes. Way
too often I find myself not paying attention or zoning out during lectures or conversations. Keeping
this practice to myself and not letting others contribute will help me keep myself more aware of the
interactions I’m a part of. However, being constantly focused is not good either. Allowing myself
time to “zone out” won’t burn me out as quickly as if I’m constantly on and paying attention. We all
need time for ourselves and to not be hyper-aware of every little thing people are doing or saying.
This is a reminder that I definitely needed and maybe someone else needs it too.

Professor Troy Patterson
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September 3, 2020
Tim McKenna is so passionate about accessibiity in web design. Earlier
I talked about how print and web design are different and accessibility
is a huge part of both these types of design. When designing, you must
think about how others will interact with what your making. Not only
will people interact with print and web differently because they’re two
different mediums, but they’ll approach them differently because of their
accessibility. If someone is blind or has bad vision, web design would be
more accessible for them because they could use a text reader. However,
if the designer doesn’t properly code their website then this wouldn’t be
totally accessible.
Accessibility is so insanely important and everyone should be striving
for it. Our world should be built to work for everyone and services should
be usable for everyone. This should be everyone’s goal because it’s the
right thing to do. There’s also rules in place to ensure that websites are
usable for everyone. I knew there were laws to make accommodations
in buildings and laws where you can’t discriminate disabled individuals
in the workplace. I didn’t realize these rules extended to the web as well.
The history can be traced back to the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which
ordered government buildings and services to have equal access for
everyone. Then in 1998 the Section 508 amendment was introduced, this
expanded accessibility to electronics and informational technology.
The fact that I didn’t know about this history makes me realize how
privileged I am to be able-bodied. I haven’t even thought about things
being usable for me or applying for a job and being denied because of
health issues that are out of my control. I’ve only recently learned about
the Capitol Crawl in 1990 in hopes to pass the American’s with Disabilities
Act. Why aren’t we taught this in school? It feels so incredibly important
and something everyone should know about.

Professor Tim McKenna

September 5, 2020
This is going to potentially sound really dumb, but I heard this quote in a TikTok. I downloaded
the app jokingly over quarantine and then got sucked it. Cara Guillem is an amazing woman I
found and followed quickly. When you first think of the content on TikTok, I’m sure it goes to
dancing trends or risky challenges. However, TikTok has so many different sides that each user has
different content on their for you page. Clara’s content is focused on destigmatizing mental illness
and celebrating all bodies. She takes popular trends that more traditionally attractive people have
done and shows the same trend with a more realistic body. She is also very open about her own
mental illness. This makes viewers learn from someone who is living with mental illness instead of
how the media portrays it.
Clara, along with so many other creators are using this platform to bring awareness to issues like
mental health and problems with body image. I think that part of the reason Gen Z were so upset
that Tik Tok was potentially getting banned in the United States was because it’s a place where
they can go and find people to relate to. I find that mainstream media doesn’t portray mental
illness in an accurate way. They either romanticize it or make it more dramatic than it actually is.
An example is the horror movie Split where the villain has dissociative identity disorder, previously
known as multiple personality disorder. The movie makes it seem like those living with this disorder
have an evil personality in their system. From the research I’ve done, this is not the case. So, I thank
those on platforms like TikTok who have experienced mental illness and are telling their own stories.
It makes me and so many others feel like we’re not alone.

Cara Guillem
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September 8, 2020
September 7, 2020
Professor DelMarcelle often tells us that we need to stop snapping
to the imaginary grid that us designers know so well. I’m sure so many
others find themselves unconsciously snapping to this grid, even when
we’re not working digitally. The grid is important in the right context, but
sometimes it’s not needed. There’s a lot of graphic design majors in the art
department, so I’ve heard a lot in drawing and painting that we need
to stop that.
This quote came about during a critique. In this project, we went to
cemeteries and took rubbings from gravestones of people who died
during the 1918 Spanish Flu Pandemic. We took different decorative
elements from them to make a cohesive print. The goal was to juxtapose
the 1918 Spanish Flu Pandemic and the 2020 COVID Pandemic. At the
beginning of the project I didn’t realize I was sticking to some sort of grid.
However, as I looked at some of my classmates work it was definitely
noticeable and as I worked I was more aware of this. I found myself
starting with a boarder and working my way in. You can see this in my
final prints.
I feel like my brain is now hardwired to do this and it’s so tough to
break. I find that it’s one of my weaknesses, especially in fine art. Sometimes
it’s tough to switch it on and off, it’s almost like I constantly have grid
vision on. I think it’s something every graphic designer and artists should
learn how to do. In certain contexts, tastefully breaking the grid is, well,
tasteful. Some situations call for it to make it more interesting or to add a
mood to the piece.

Professor Adam DelMarcelle

Dr. Hemzik is my art history professor and part of the reason I wanted
to take on an art history minor. So far, I’ve had her for Survey I and II,
History of Photography, and now 19th Century Art. Next semester I’m
taking Pop Art and Beyond with her and that’ll be my last class with her
which makes me so sad. The class I’m taking this semester, 19th Century
Art, is very focused on fine art. However, Dr. Hemzik knows that a lot of
us in the class are graphic design majors so she tries to incorporate that
whenever she can. It’s mostly through the history of typography and
printing. For the class that this quote came from, we were talking about
monuments in our hometowns and whether or not they were controversial
and be taken down. This happened in light of the recent protests and
pushes to take down monuments dedicated to the Confederacy, slave
traders, etc. We were specifically talking about people like Thomas Jefferson.
He had his Monticello built in Virginia and it was based off Neoclassical
structures. Jefferson brought Neoclassical architecture to the United States.
Dr. Hemzik brought up a very interesting point. She said that there
are so many people in our history who have done so much good for our
society. However, there are a ton of people who have done a lot of really
terrible things. So, there’s the question of whether or not the good they’ve
done can make up for the bad. I’m not the right person to answer this
question because my ancestors weren’t the ones negatively impacted, if
anything they probably benefited from them.
We were shown an image edited by Arlen Parsa, who is a film director.
It was a painting of the founding fathers and Parsa put a red dot on the
faces of those who owned slaves. This showed just how hypocritical these
men were by signing a document about all men being equal yet they literally
owned other people. This edited image serves as a huge wake up call for
a lot of us. I remember seeing it on Instagram and it made me think so
much more about those who formed America. Yes, they are the reason
we’re here today and able to live our lives. However, it’s important to see
the damage they left behind.

Dr. Pamela Hemzik

September 14, 2020

September 17, 2020

So, this quote has a little bit of a strange backstory. I don’t really know
Zabrena at all. The few things I know is that she’s in her 30’s, she’s married
with a son, and she’s a Marine Corp veteran. I talked briefly about the
Black Lives Matter sit-in on campus in a different entry, but this was the
day of the protest. Zabrena was one of the people attending the protest
and sparked up interesting conversation. She was the first one to start
conversation with everyone, making us all go around the circle and
introduce ourselves. When I tell you I was shocked when she said she was
in her 30’s and a veteran, I mean my jaw was on the floor. She was sitting
a little bit away from the rest of the group so a staff member felt the need
to approach her since she seemed vulnerable because she was alone. She of
course did not put up with their bullshit, and very firmly told him what
was happening. The staff member definitely did not see that coming.
Back to the quote at hand, we all went around the circle saying our
names, our year, and what our major was. What I will say is the graphic
design department totally represented. There was at least five of us there
using our voices and lettering skills for some signs. We then got into the
conversation of what we wanted to do with our lives after college. This is
truly the source of this quote. Some people had a very clear vision of what
they wanted to do post-college, but others not so much. One person was
talking about how their plans got a little messed up with COVID. So instead
of a sophomore, they were still a second semester freshmen. This is when
Zabrena hit us with some inspiration. She talked about how she was going
back to school after leaving the service and that our idea of progression
doesn’t have to be strict. Progress in all aspects of our life doesn’t have to
be linear, it can be a squiggly line. Zabrena said “Even if you’re threefourths up the mountain and you’re like ‘fuck this,’ don’t be afraid to go
back to the bottom.” This has stuck with me since she’s said it and I think
about it a lot, even a month after when I’m writing this. It assured me that
I can go at my own pace and enjoy what’s going on around me. There’s no
need to rush, I will reach my goals eventually.

Zabrenna

We talk a lot about the future in Web Design which is equally terrifying
and super helpful. Tim loves to hype us all up and inspire us. Whenever
he talks, I just feel great about my work and my future career. Sometimes
coming out of critiques for other classes, you feel like shit. But whenever
there’s a critique with Tim he’s so positive. His go to phrase seems to be
“I don’t want perfection, I want intent.” If you put the work in and it doesn’t
look like total shit then he’ll hype you up.
For this specific quote, Tim was talking about how important design is.
The content someone wants to put out into the universe would be nothing
without design. As graphic designers, we have so much power. We literally
control the way people perceive information because we’re the ones who
set it up. Designers make information more appealing and accessible.
So in this quote, Tim is saying that the content is important but design
is what makes decisions. I guess in the case of designing, this means
we decide how people are taking in information and how it influences
them. We are the ones who make content approachable and we make the
content appealing. I find it interesting to hear people say graphic designers
won’t find jobs when we are the ones who are putting together so much
information. As ridiculous as it sounds, my dental hygienist loves to tell
me I should change my major because I won’t make any money. I’m sure
you’re imagining a dentist working on my teeth while lecturing me and
that is exactly what happens. Instead of telling him that a graphic designer
made the logo for his office, the infographics on the walls, and the pamphlet
he gives everyone at the end of their appointments, I have to do the
awkward “uh-huh” thing because tools are literally in my mouth. This is a
strange place to end, but overall designers are so important no matter the
content their presenting.

Professor Tim McKenna

September 22, 2020
At the beginning of web design, I knew
absolutely nothing about coding. Obviously I
know about design, it’s what I’ve been focused
on the past two years. Plus, the three years of
graphic design classes I took in high school.
Coding was such a daunting task that I had no
idea how to tackle. One of my friends codes
a lot but she’s a computer engineer so she’s
doing it in a different context. She doesn’t care
about the look of what she’s creating. That’s
where we’re very different. Sure, the backend
is important but what really gets me excited is
making it look nice.
Like I said before, I didn’t know what went
into coding a website. So, this description
helped a lot. During this class, Tim was doing
a demo on how to code a website. Previously
in class we had talked a little bit about coding,
but we were actually coding ourselves. We were
coding with HTML and CSS. When Tim first
mentioned these terms, they translated to my

ears as total gibberish. However, he went on to
explain what each were. HTML is the skeleton,
so it’s what supports the whole website. CSS is
the fashion, or if you want to be gross it’s the
skin. Basically, CSS is what you use to style the
website and to make it look appealing. With CSS,
you can add colors, change type, etc. Java Script
goes over my head a little bit which is kind of
ironic because it’s considered the brain. We’re
not really diving into Java Script in this class, but
it adds more complex features to websites like
interactive components. When following along
with a coding pro, it’s relaxing and meditative.
However, it’s a completely different story when
you’re on your own. Getting your code started is
the hardest part and I found it takes some time
to get your bearings but once you get the hang
of it you’re golden.

Professor Tim McKenna
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September 23, 2020

September 30, 2020

Dr. Eric Avery is a printmaker who also became a doctor during the
Vietnam War in the 1970’s. He then went on to go through psychiatry
training. Dr. Avery has left the practice of medicine to concentrate on his
art career multiple times. His prints are focused on issues like Human
Rights Abuses and Social Responses to Disease, specifically HIV and other
infectious diseases. He’s close friends with my printmaking professor,
Adam DelMarcelle, and he joined one of our classes to talk to us. Dr. Avery’s
work is so powerful and I still can’t wrap my head around the fact that I
got to talk to him.
After showing us around his studio via Zoom, our class time was opened
up to asking him questions. As someone with a passion for activist art, I had
so many questions but struggled to vocalize them. Talking to someone
with as much experience as Dr. Avery made my brain short circuit and
not be able to even think of what I wanted to ask. When I was able to get
it together, I asked him and Professor DelMarcelle how they are able to
toe the line between being too graphic and just enough for the work to
be powerful. This is something that I struggle with because I’m always
concerned if something will traumatize the viewer. When I told Dr. Avery
this, he said that he makes art for himself and an artist should make art for
them. The viewer is a factor, but the main factor should be you. Art is a
huge way people cope with what they go through so it’s a form of therapy.
Professor DelMarcelle added to that and said if he’s thinking to much
about other people, he’ll end up making nothing. He then said that if my
work traumatizes the viewer, it probably traumatized me first.

Dr. Eric Avery

Salli Swindell is an illustrator who co-founded the website They Draw
& Cook. She visited my illustration class to talk to us about her work. Not
only was her presentation about her work, but also her life and how she
got to where she is today. Hence, why she said her life is so much more
than just her art. Her journey to creating They Draw & Cook was a long
one. She started working at a company that designed greeting cards. She
then left the greeting card company to raise her children and then became
a freelance illustrator. Then she founded They Draw & Cook and They
Draw & Travel with her brother. Salli’s story is a lot longer and more
interesting than what I have described but it shows how you never know
where your career will go and that the story of how you got there is
incredibly interesting.

Salli Swindell

October 5, 2020
On this day Professor Patterson opened class with a conversation
about how we’re all doing. Not just in his class, but with all our classes
and literally just our lives. This is such a tough semester because of the
pandemic and the changes the school has made. I appreciate professors
like Prof. P who genuinely care about our well-being and make changes to
accommodate for the issues we’re facing. After having this conversation,
the consensus is we’re all struggling. The school announced a two week
“break” where there wasn’t actually a break from class, there was just no
club events happening and we weren’t allowed into residence halls other
than our own. It’s understandable the school wants to take precautions to
protect students and staff but calling what that was a “break” is a little
misleading. So, we were all frustrated. Having no breaks has definitely
taken a toll on everyone’s mental health in some way. As someone with
pre-existing mental illnesses, this has made it worse and I know this is true
for a lot more students. Prof. P is really great at pep talks so this one was
definitely needed to push us through the project we were working on.

Professor Troy Patterson

October 8, 2020
Another quote from one of Tim’s infamous inspirational lectures about our futures. During this
class Tim was talking about our career goals. Everyone is good at different things and want to
achieve different things in our lives. Since we’re all different humans with different wants and needs,
we need to focus on what we enjoy. For me, what I enjoy is hand lettering. Tim urged us all to really
perfect our craft for what we want to do. Because I enjoy hand lettering, I should keep practicing
and become the best hand letterer I can possibly be. There is also this idea that there’s one path to
be successful and you need to follow that in order to be a professional graphic designer and to be
successful. Tim said fuck that. There’s no single way someone can achieve their goals. It’s tailored
towards you and your needs. We are all on our own separate journeys so we’ll reach our goals at
different times and that is totally okay. This is similar to what Zabrenna said earlier in the book.
Tim just reinforced this idea that progress isn’t linear. It’s shaky and wobbly but you will achieve
your goals at your own pace.

Professor Tim McKenna
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October 12, 2020
Advising season’s a little bit stressful for me,
and I’m sure that’s for everyone else. It always
seems to sneak up on me and during the most
stressful part of the semester. It sends me spiraling
a little bit. I’m fine at planning short term, like
my week or the rest of my month. However,
long term planning is a little scary. Planning my
future? Absolutely terrifying. Why? I’m not sure.
The future is already so uncertain that I should
want to plan more. Instead of using my brain.
I came into college with a few credits, then I
took 18 credits a few semesters, and then I took
two classes over summer break when we were
in quarantine. Since I did this, I’m a semester

ahead of other people in my year. I have the option
to graduate early. Professor Patterson and I were
having an advising meeting and talking about
my options. Since I’m in this strange position,
I could stick around an extra semester and
have some awesome opportunities like doing
an independent study. Or, I could graduate a
semester early and get a job. In all honesty, I’m
still not sure what I’m going to do. I’m very
conflicted and I’m insanely indecisive so stay
tuned for my decision.

Professor Troy Patterson
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October 15, 2020

October 13, 2020
In Web Design, we’re making an entire website about one of our favorite musical artists from scratch.
We started the project in Figma, which is a vector graphic editor and a prototyping tool. It’s basically
like Adobe Illustrator but a lot more simplistic. In Figma, we created wireframes to start. Wireframes
are super rough outlines of what you want to make, so you use a lot of boxes to signify photos and
Lorem Ipsum for text. We then went into mockups where we replaced the boxes with actual images.
In mockups, we add all design elements and other content. Then we started coding our websites,
Figma is basically what we look at so we have an idea of what we want to make.
Someone in my class asked Tim how he grades our projects. I was a little concerned he would grade
our website based on how accurately it matches our mockups. However, Tim reassured us that he
doesn’t grade on “pixel perfect perfection.” Instead, he looks to see if you had the same intent as you
did in your mockups. Recreating mockups when coding in HTML and CSS is so difficult. Especially
when you’ve never coded before. Because of this class, I’ve learned that coding is not for me.
However, Tim McKenna makes it 1000 times better.
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Professor Tim McKenna

COVID has obviously had a lot of impact on everyone’s lives. It seems
like our lives will be like this forever and this is truly the new normal.
I’m constantly hearing people talk about this “new normal.” It seems like
every email I get from the school use this line. This doesn’t have to be
our normal. Places like New Zealand didn’t accept social distancing and
wearing masks as their more long-term normal. Instead they had a strict
quarantine so now they’re basically back to our pre-COVID normal. For
this quote, we were talking about how our lives have changed since the
beginning of quarantine. It doesn’t seem like my life changed a lot. I’ve
always been introverted and spent a lot of time alone. However, it doesn’t
make it any easier. Our social life has been changed and life plans have
been disrupted, but we do have options regarding school. I feel thankful
that there are options the school is giving us, like whether we want to be
on campus or fully remote. It’s difficult to think that others don’t have the
same options we do.

Dr. Pamela Hemzik

October 16, 2020
Shayla Oerman is my best graphic design friend and the person I trust
the most with critiquing my work. We met freshmen year when we had Intro
to Graphic Design and Drawing 1 together. It took the whole semester for
us to actually start talking and become friends but now we talk all the time.
This semester we have almost all our classes together but it sucks because
most of them are on Zoom and you can’t really talk one on one on a
Zoom call. The class we have in person together is Publication Design but
we’re in separate rooms. We have a theory that Prof. P purposefully did
this because he hates us (totally kidding… or am I?). Despite not being
able to look at each other’s work during class, we find a way. For example,
last night we had a Zoom call with us and our other friend Jake to look at
each others projects and give feedback.
Since this semester has been so difficult in every single aspect, I’ve been
saying I’m going to drop out a lot. I’ve also been saying that I’m going to
fail all my classes. Neither of these statements are true, but Shayla and I
still try to reassure each other that we’re going to be fine. Professors have
said to just get two’s in our classes to pass. Shayla says that right now just
surviving this semester is the most important thing to focus on. Getting
a C in a non-major class is totally fine. However, if you’re an overachiever
like me then you want to do better. Shayla and I put a ton of pressure
on ourselves to get high grades. This semester is so different that being
concerned about grades falls to the waist side a lot. I just want to finish the
semester with my sanity intact.

Shayla Oerman

October 17, 2020
I guess we’re on a roll with talking about my faults and how hard I am on myself. I’m one to struggle
with not feeling like I’m good enough. With this comes me comparing myself to everyone around me.
I’ve definitely improved on this a lot and now I can acknowledge that I am in fact a good designer
and I will be successful. However, I still find myself doing it when I’m frustrated with a class or a
project I’m working on. For example, this quote came from a conversation I had with Iris after our
Web Design class. I’ve previously talked about struggling with coding and not fully understanding
what I’m doing. So, after class on this day, I was stressed because I thought I was falling behind. Especially
when looking at someone like Iris’s work. Looking back after talking to my other classmates, I know
that this is false and everyone’s basically on the same page and level with their knowledge of coding.
Plus, this is what Iris wants to do with her life and she genuinely enjoys it so she puts more effort
into the class.

Iris Leedy
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Section Three:

The Political

September 6, 2020
I heard that Donald doesn’t like being called just Donald. So, I will
be addressing him as Donny. I also heard that when he was younger his
brother dumped mashed potatoes on his head and Donny’s still mad
about it, source unknown but I believe it. So, I will also be bringing up
Donny’s mashed potato story often. As I’m sure you know, Donny boy
tweets a lot. By a lot, I genuinely mean like all the time. I had to scroll
quite a bit to get to this Tweet. What first threw me off is the strange
capitalization he used. I guess Donny’s not that great with grammar.
Then, the “Stay Tuned” felt strangely ominous and like he was going back
to his television host roots. Why couldn’t he have stuck with a career in
entertainment instead of ruining people’s lives?
Anyway, in the tweet he’s talking about how well our economy and jobs
are doing. After doing research on the topic, the general consensus seems
to be that it could be worse, however this does not mean things are actually
good. Per the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the employment-population
ratio was at low in April at 51.3% and had a steady increase to 56.6% in
September. However, this growth is generally slowing down along with
momentum. Many sources agree that Trump’s push to reopen the U.S.
has saved us short-term economic damage. Indicators are showing that
medium and long-term impacts on the economy aren’t looking great.
When looking at places like China, Vietnam and Italy, who had harsher
lock down rules, their economy is growing. Analyst’s form Goldman
Sachs have proven that there is a link between health and economic
growth. It is likely that April was the lowest we will get but countries that
haven’t contained COVID, like the United States, are more likely to have a
prolonged recession not recovery. Also, the colder weather coming may
cause another COVID spike therefore another stricter quarantine which
can result in another drop in job numbers.
People often use the excuse that he’s doing great things for our economy
to explain why they’re going to vote for him. I find this to be a terrible excuse.
How can this make up for all the lives he has ruined and all the harm he
has done? The fact is, Donald Trump risked millions of people’s lives in an
attempt to open the United States back up. Was it worth it? I really don’t
think so.

Donald Trump via Twitter

September 9, 2020
I had a one on one critique with Professor DelMarcelle on this day.
We were looking at my two final gravestone prints and discussing what I
could do to improve them. After our critique, I told Professor DelMarcelle
about the Black Lives Matter sit-in happening on campus the next week
and how I planned to go but would miss his class. In all honesty, I’ve never
had a professor be so supportive of me missing class. We talked about
what was going on around campus pertaining to Black Lives Matter. I told
him how people were putting BLM signs in their windows and getting in
trouble and being told to take them down. But, people who had alcohol
boxes as window décor were completely fine even when they lived in
buildings where alcohol wasn’t allowed. People on social media got a hold
of this story and posted it all over the place. There was a fight on whether
or not there was a rule in the handbook about having things in our windows.
As someone who has lived on campus all three years, I know that this is
something that has never been enforced until now. After the story got a
good amount of attention, the school sent out an email about a revision to
the handbook where we now can’t have anything in our windows. So, the
timing of this revision is a little suspicious.
I heard about the protest from my friend Logan who is friends with the
organizer. Otherwise, I wouldn’t have known it was going on. The sit-in
was happening at the fountain in the middle of our campus. By the middle
of our campus, I mean literally smack dab in the middle of main campus.
You can’t go to any building without passing the fountain. So, us sitting
there for hours with our signs would force people to pay attention to what
we were protesting for. Professor DelMarcelle assured me that protesting
is so important and that I should get into some “good trouble” as John Lewis
so famously said.

Professor Adam DelMarcelle

September 12, 2020
I feel like Donny really doesn’t pay any attention
to how others feel about him. Actually, I take
that back. He only pays attention to how his
die-hard loyal fans see him. This is a little something called confirmation bias. Confirmation
bias is when people favor information that
confirms their already existing beliefs. So, when
you look at Donny’s approval ratings, they are
not reflecting what he is saying. As of yesterday,
54.2% of American’s disapprove of him and
42.8% approve. That’s not a great rating there
Donny boy. At this point, I’m honestly wondering
how people are still supporting him. Comparing
Donald’s approval rating to Barack Obama’s
is interesting. From January 16-19 in 2017,
Obama’s approval rating was 59%, his disapproval
rate was 37%. No offense Donny, you’re definitely
not people’s favorite president.
Donald’s disapproval is also shown in him
literally being impeached by the House of
Representatives in 2019. The only reason

he hasn’t been removed from office is because
of the Republican-run Senate. According to
Nancy Pelosi, she would not send articles of
impeachment until Senate Majority Leader
Mitch McConnell sets rules for the rial that
Senate Democrats accept. It’s also important to
note that Mitch McConnell said he would not
be impartial at all. So, the impeachment was
clear but Trump’s removal was not. It’s a very
difficult process because Donald is only the
third president to go through the impeachment
process so there’s not really a guide to follow. It
was frustrating seeing the House of Representatives officially impeach him but then it not
going anywhere. Overall, Donny really loves
to say how much people love him and how he’s
everyones favorite president but this is not the
case what so ever.

Donald Trump via Twitter
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September 18, 2020
A few months ago, it was released to the public that Ruth
Bader Ginsburg’s cancer returned. I forced myself to be
optimistic because RBG means so much to me and to our
country. Especially now, so close to the election, her holding
that seat in the Supreme Court is so important. I told myself
she would make it past the election because she is one of
the strongest people alive. Knowing how passionate she is, I
believed she would pull through and vote the orange man out
of office. If voting him out of office wasn’t the push to survive,
her seat will probably be taken by someone Donald Trump
appoints. That would’ve been the last thing she wanted.
Actually it was one of her final requests. To not be replaced
until a new president is elected. I genuinely hope that she will
be able to truly rest in peace and that her final wish will be
fulfilled. The fact that RBG felt that she had to keep her seat
until her last day is so incredibly sad. She knew that women
across America were depending on her because anyone that
Trump appointed would overturn something like Roe v. Wade
which is detrimental to women’s reproductive rights.
Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s past is equally as impressive as
the rest of her life. She has achieved so much while staring
adversity straight in the face. RGB’s dad was a merchant and
her mom worked in a garment factory. Ginsburg graduated
top in her class at Cornell University in 1954. She had her
first child in 1955 and a short time later her husband was
drafted in the military for two years. After he came back
from the service, she enrolled at Harvard Law. During her
first year her husband was diagnosed with cancer so she was
keeping him up to date as well as focusing on her own studies
to stay at the top of her class. At Harvard Law, she was one of
nine women in her 500 person class. While there, she faced

discrimination based on her gender from even the highest
authorities. Some even went as far as to say she shouldn’t be
there and she took a man’s spot. Despite the discrimination,
she was the first female member of the Harvard Law Review
and went on to open accept a position at a law firm in New
York. She also completed her final year of law school at
Columbia Law School in 1959. RBG struggled to find a job
because of gender based discrimination, when she did find a
job she was payed a fraction of what the men were. To further
fight gender discrimination and to share her experience, she
directed the Women’s Rights Project of the American Civil
Liberties Union in the 1970’s. She served on the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the District of Columbia in 1980 until Bill
Clinton nominated her for the Supreme Court in 1993. As
a Supreme Court Justice, Ruth Bader Ginsburg continued
fighting for gender equality in the country. One example
being in 1996 when she wrote the majority opinion in
United States v. Virginia. This stated that women couldn’t be
denied admission to the Virginia Military Institute.
It’s devastating that women all over the country now have
to be afraid that their equality and reproductive rights will be
taken away from them. She was successful in her professional and
personal life. She was able to raise her family while also being
a super badass woman protecting the rest of the women in
the United States. She is an amazing example of a woman
who didn’t have to compromise her career while also achieving
her career goals.
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September 20, 2020

September 19, 2020
If you couldn’t already tell by our matching last names, Kasey is my younger sister. She’s a senior
in high school and is literally my best friend. You know those siblings that are ridiculously close and
can’t go an hour without talking to each other? Yeah, that’s me and Kasey. She’s the person I miss
the most while I’m away at school. It’s especially tough this semester because we’re technically not
allowed to leave campus and we can’t have any visitors. Plus, because it’s an election year, tensions
are super high at home. So now Kasey’s home alone with my parents who have very different beliefs
from us and who are more aggressive about these beliefs. Kasey and I talk a lot about politics and
what’s going on in the world and she’s honsestly one of the smartest people I know.
This quote from Kasey relates to the election because she’s talking about Donald Trump. There’s
a video of the press informing him the Ruth Bader Ginsburg died and he seemed kind of human.
Like, Donny was actually showing some emotion. Kasey sent me the video of his reaction on
TikTok and I had to watch it a few times to really take in what I was hearing. He described her as
“an amazing woman” who led and amazing life. This is probably the first time I’ve seen that level
of emotion in Donald Trump. I can appreciate that he can put aside their very different beliefs and
recognize how impactful she was. However, this reaction means nothing because he disregarded
her final wishes and went on to appoint a new Supreme Court justice. Supreme Court Justice Ruth
Bader Ginsburg deserves to have her final wishes fulfilled. She dedicated her life to our country and
the least he can do to repay her is to respect this wish.
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Kasey Cashwell

This quote came from Kasey sending me another TikTok. I can’t remember
exactly what it was about, I literally scrolled so far back when trying it find
it again. I can state the obvious, it was about how the bees are dying and if
they die the human species will die too. We need bees to survive. They’re
the most important pollinator for food crops, about one third of food we
eat in a day relies on bees to pollinate it. There are other insects, birds and
bats that are pollinators but they’re not nearly as prevalent as bees. 80% of
crops in the united states are estimated to be dependent on honey bees.
Along with fruits and vegetables, bees are crucial in pollinating cotton and
flax. Even if a plant isn’t directly affected by a bee, it still benefits from the
environmental impact bees have. They’re also a huge contributor to
biodiversity which creates functioning ecosystems to give us oxygen,
clean air, and water.
Bees are vanishing quickly. Beekeepers have reported they’re losing
about 30% of their bee colonies each winter. This can be because of colony
collapse disorder, global warming, parasites, insecticides, etc. No matter
the cause of their decline, there is something we can do about it. People
can stop using pesticides, fungicides, or herbicides in their garden’s an
make sure their plants aren’t pre-treated with neonics pesticides. We can
also buy local and raw honey, it’s important to avoid honey sold in bulk at
grocery stores. Buying from beekeepers with sustainable beekeeping practices
is so important because they’ll properly take care of their colonies. Everyone
is tempted to have clean, lawns with short cut grass. However, this is
equivalent to a desert for insects. Having a more biodiverse lawn gives
bees more beneficial plants. It may seem like it’s a large undertaking to
save bees, but almost anyone can contribute to keeping them alive.

Kasey Cashwell

September 21, 2020
One of our projects in Publication Design was to design a self-mailer
newsletter. In class Professor Patterson was describing how a self-mailer
works. My brain couldn’t comprehend how the orientation of the mailing
part worked. To further explain a self-mailer, Prof. P said for the newsletter
to be mailed out the folded part had to have the return address and postage.
He back tracked real quick and commented on how the government’s
taking sorting machines from the USPS.
On social media, I kept seeing posts about how the government is
defunding the United States Postal Service. I specifically remember seeing
a picture of USPS mail boxes being taken away. This happened in wake of
Donald Trump bashing mail-in voting. Trump has falsely claimed mail-in
voting leads to fraud. He keeps claiming defunding the U.S. Postal Service
is not related to the election but I think a lot of us can agree that this is a
load of bullshit. Considering how many elderly and immunocompromised
people live in the United States, mail in voting is the safest option. I theorize
that Trump is scared he’ll lose the election so he’s pushing for the USPS to
have assets taken away. If he is successful in taking things like mailboxes
and sorting machines away, votes will be mailed in slower and maybe
not in time. I’m writing this a month late and I can say from my experience that
it took forever for my ballot to get to me. Now, I have to take into account
how long it will take to be shipped out. If Donald wanted everyone in our
country to be equally represented, he would be putting more funding into
the U.S. Postal Service. However, I think a lot of us can agree that that’s
the whole point. He doesn’t want everyone to be equally represented.

Professor Troy Patterson

September 24, 2020

Remember when I said Kasey lives at home with our family who are more conservative? Well, this
quote came from her telling me about a conversation she had with one of my family members.
Kasey and I are very vocal about our support for the Black Lives Matter movement. Our support is
a no-brainer; any decent human supports the movement. There’s obviously a police brutality issue in
America, and it’s disproportionately affecting black people and people of color. That is at the heart
of the Black Lives Matter but somehow people seem to twist into something completely different
which is absolutely ridiculous because statistics don’t lie.
There are members of my family who are in this boat. Kasey and I have heard so many relatives
say they can’t support it because it’s just a bunch of rioters and looters. Someone’s said it’s a group of
communists that just want to bring about violence. In the context of this quote, Kasey was telling
me how my dad asked her why she supported BLM since it doesn’t impact her. I found this incredibly
rude and disrespectful. You don’t have to be apart of an oppressed group to want to make their lives
better. There’s a little something called empathy and a lot more people need to have it in their lives.
Kasey, me, and so many others, want the United States to be a better place for everyone even if
they’re not the same.

Kasey Cashwell
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September 26, 2020
I don’t know why I expected differently, but Donald Trump has
gone against Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s final wish and has nominated Amy
Coney Barrett to the Supreme Court. On this day, my social media feed
was completely full of people talking about Barrett, her views, and her
qualifications. I find her qualifications to be especially interesting, and by
interesting I mean infuriatingly concerning. She has spent the majority of
her career in the academic word up until Trump nominated her to the 7th
Circuit Court of Appeals. Barrett has never worked as a defense lawyer,
solicitor, prosecutor, attorney general, or served as counsel to any type of
legislative body. When interviewed by democrats on the Senate Judiciary
Committee, she couldn’t come up with three cases she had worked on
during the measly two years she spent in private practice. Many sources
have described her as the least qualified Supreme Court Judge.
So, my question is how did she get the job over thousands of more
qualified individuals? I guess Donny was just focused on her beliefs and
not what would qualify her to have this position. Her beliefs are very
conservative and don’t seem to take into account other peoples walks of life.
One can assume that this was the goal, bring someone in to spread more
pain and hate. It seems to be a running theme with Trump and those around
him not actually having the experience needed for their positions.

CBS News

September 29, 2020
This is a really great question and it’s also tough to answer. I’m sure a lot of us can acknowledge
that our society doesn’t seem to take all people with different backgrounds into consideration.
Dr. Hemzik’s quote can be about the world in general, but it’s also looking at the art history community.
When looking back on the many art history courses I’ve taken, the majority of well-known artists
and the “greats” are all white men. Throughout the history of art, not all voices have been represented.
This could be because fine art like painting and sculpture weren’t accessible for anyone below the
upper middle class. Minority groups have been cut out of history and have been oppressed so it’s
difficult for historians to track their art.
I appreciate Dr. Hemzik because she relates the older art to modern art made by black artists,
women artists, etc. Along with learning about the old, rich, white men we are also learning about
young artists who are apart of groups who have historically not been represented. An example of a
modern artist we looked at is Kehinde Wiley. He reimagines historical paintings to show people in
his community and to add them to the narrative. For example, his painting Napoleon Leading The
Army Over The Alps from his Rumors of War series is reimagining a painting of Napoleon. Instead
of Napoleon, it’s a black man in contemporary dress. Wiley wanted to make the modern person a
hero and to be remembered in history.

Dr. Pamela Hemzik
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October 2, 2020

October 3, 2020

When Donald Trump first ran for president, his big thing was building
a wall on the border of the United States and Mexico to keep people from
illegally crossing. Trump has a long history of racism. In 1973 the Justice
Department filed a lawsuit against him because he would purposefully
tell African Americas that there were no apartments available for them to
lease when there were open units. Another example is him saying “bring
back the death penalty” so the Central Park Five would be put to death
despite them being wrongfully accused. This was brought up again in
his 2016 presidential campaign when he insisted the group of black and
Latino teenagers were guilty. In 2015, after launching his presidential
campaign, he said Mexican immigrants were “rapists” and were bringing
“crime and drugs” to the United States. He attempted to back this up with
bogus statistics that he failed to cite. In reality, the crimes committed by
people in the country illegally is exponentially lower than crimes committed
by American citizens.
There is increased migration to the United States from Mexico for
a variety of reasons. In Mexico and Central America there is extreme
poverty and inequality so citizens are falling deep into debt. They come
to America hoping to find a job and to provide for their families. There is
also increased crime, some individuals are targeted by criminal organizations
so they’re have an increased risk for injury or even death. The United States
immigration and citizenship process is flawed. It should be easier for
people to receive citizenship or to seek asylum so they don’t have to enter
America illegally. The wall Donald Trump wanted to build is no solution,
it’s costing United States citizens an insane amount of money and a very
small portion of it has been built. The wall is more so a symbol of people
of Donald Trump’s hatred and bigotry toward people who are not like them.

Donald Trump via Twitter

I was genuinely shocked that it took Trump so long to catch COVID-19
because he refused to wear a mask for so long. He was also not following
any type of social distancing guidelines. I remember seeing a photo of
chairs close together during a press conference, as if we weren’t in a global
pandemic. It was almost like he was forcing people to sit so close together.
It’s also believed Trump caught COVID after he held a ceremony in the
White House Rose Garden to announce his nomination for the supreme
court. The ceremony was held outdoors, which is the only correct thing
he did, and there were 100 guests. Seeing the photos of the event make
me so mad. Many of guests weren’t wearing masks or social distancing.
They were exchanging hugs like it was nothing and shaking hands like
there isn’t a global pandemic happening. It may just be the fact that I was
raised to care about others well-being more than my own, but this feels so
incredibly selfish. All these people are in powerful positions and are being
looked up to by the public. They have families who they go home to and
they completely disregarded their family’s health. Some people don’t have
the option to not think about others. I surely don’t. I’ve avoided going
home because my parents often see my immunocompromised grandparents
to get them groceries and help them. It’s like a slap in the face seeing some
of the most powerful people in the country blatantly ignoring simple rules
that could help us all.
At least eight people who attended the White House event tested
positive for COVID, this includes Trump, the first lady, top aids, and
other staff members. Since then, there has been many more outbreaks in
Trump’s close circle. Most recently, meaning in early November, it’s believed
that 130 secret service members tested positive more COVID. The fact that
so many people in the White House are contracting COVID is alarming
and shows that they’re not taking it seriously. It’s frustrating that someone
who disregarded all rules and regulations gets some of the top medical
care in the country. Other families will now be in medical debt and have
to mourn the death of their loved ones because they couldn’t receive
adequate medical care.

U.S. News

October 10, 2020
Mental health is something that is very near
and dear to my heart. It’s something I’m so
incredibly passionate about and I think that everyone should care about it. I’ve lived with mental
illness all my life. I was officially diagnosed with
anxiety and depression when I was 14 but I can’t
remember a time when I wasn’t anxious. Some
of my earliest memories are of panic attacks
I had in the grocery store, at school, at Disney
World. It’s the majority of my childhood that I
can remember. I remember crying hysterically
before going to school because I was so anxious
or when I physically could not get out of bed
because it was too hard. I missed countless days
of school because I could not go, something
in my mind was blocking me from leaving my
house and sometimes even my room. I would
throw up the morning before tests, quizzes,
presentations, literally an average day. I caused
so much pain not only for myself but for my
whole family. There were so many screaming

matches with my dad because he refused to believe
there was something wrong. Years after I got help I
told my parents about what I contemplated doing
and how during that time I didn’t want to be here
anymore. There was so much emotional damage
in myself along with my mom, dad and sister.
Going to therapy was the best decision that
was ever made for me. I can’t say the best decision
I ever made because it wasn’t my decision, I didn’t
want to go but I am so thankful for my mom and
doctor who pushed me to get the help I needed.
World Mental Health day is a celebratory day
for me because I made it through my darkest days
thus far. On World Mental Health Day, I do what
I can to help destigmatize mental illness and to
normalize going to therapy because that’s what
saved me. I would not wish what I had to go
through onto anybody else so I will try to help
others for the rest of my life. No one deserves
that kind of pain.
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Conclusion
When I began this project, I set out to pay
more attention and to focus more on the conversations I was having. I’ve struggled all my life
with loosing portions of my day because I was
zoning out. Before this project, I would write
down quotes that really caught my attention.
However, it wasn’t something I ever did
consistently. After adding this habit to my daily
routine, listening and writing down quotes, I’ve
realized that I’ve been missing out. I’ve heard
some really dumb stuff that has no type of impact
on my life, just a little bit of joy and laughter.
Other quotes have been great advice that I hope
whoever reads this book will find useful. I know
I’ve found them especially helpful. Some of the
advice is school and art related but others can
be applied to any area of life.
Through this project, I’ve also been able to
work on my lettering skills. I found it somewhat
difficult to come up with so many different styles
of lettering. But I found it even more difficult
to come up with color schemes. I also think I
figured out my process for creating more high
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quality lettering. I didn’t quite realize how long
it would take me for each piece, but it was totally
worth the time when seeing all the work I was
able to make. I also want to continue lettering
different quotes I hear and see. Maybe I’ll make
another book and start a series. A lot of really
great quotes had to be sacrificed for the sake of
timing because the semester did feel so short
plus my work for other classes was equally as
time consuming.
I really hope whoever’s reading this has enjoyed
looking at my lettering and reading what I had
to say. A ton of hours went into the creation of this.
There was also a lot of tears, probably blood and
sweat too but we don’t need to address that. As
I said before, this book was made during a very
tough semester so I hope you enjoy. Thank you
again to everyone who contributed by making
me laugh, inspiring me, and sometimes just
making me mad (I’m looking at you Donny boy).
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